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"This installment felt like a carefully honed edge. Past occurrences clicked, future possibilities were

divulged, and the protagonistâ€™s road to date albeit winding, no longer seemed as though it was

simply luck. . . this series has come together in a rather dramatic way I might add. I was ecstatic

with the amount of face time that fans got to take in, and that was the push I needed to sign my

name on the dotted line to be counted among Ryleeâ€™s ride-or-die.!" -Rabid ReadsFrom HiJinks

Ink Publishing and Shannon Mayer comes BLIND SALVAGE (BOOK 5) in The USA Today

Bestselling RYLEE ADAMSON NOVELS. With over 1.5 million books sold, Shannon Mayer proves

once again she can dominate her genre right out of the gate."My name is Rylee, and I am a

Tracker."When children go missing, and the Humans have no leads, I'm the one they call. I am their

last hope in bringing home the lost ones. I salvage what they cannot.Crossing into Ogre country is

dangerous when you're a polite, respectful gal. Which means I already know I'm in for a wild ride,

despite the back up I've brought along. Even when things start to go sideways, and enemies close

on us from every side, I still believe we have the upper hand. How very blind can one person be

when it comes to a salvage? I'm about to find out.
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IÃ¢Â€Â™ve been hemming and hawing about this series since the get-go, but Shannon Mayer

dropped all of the white noise in BLIND SALVAGE, and at long last got down to the nitty gritty. No

new secondaries were added, and some of the plot threads started to make sense. The story also

revolved mainly around the heroine for a change, and Rylee got her butt handed to her more than

once which is exactly what IÃ¢Â€Â™ve been holding out for. Weird I know, however this book is

what Urban Fantasy is all about in my opinion, and what RYLEE ADAMSON has been in short

supply ofÃ¢Â€Â”a good sucker punch to the guts!A lot was unmasked in this novel; the cause of

MillyÃ¢Â€Â™s betrayal, BergetÃ¢Â€Â™s master plan, FarisÃ¢Â€Â™ hidden agenda, and the

Tracker prophecy gains steam. Yet, despite all of the above, this installment felt like a carefully

honed edge. Past occurrences clicked, future possibilities were divulged, and the

protagonistÃ¢Â€Â™s road to date albeit winding, no longer seemed as though it was simply dumb

luck. It took five books for this series to come together, but come together it did, and in a rather

dramatic way I might add. I guess in this authorÃ¢Â€Â™s case, slow and steady wins the race!Even

though IÃ¢Â€Â™ve read hundreds of pages that have starred RYLEE ADAMSON, I still feel like I

barely know her at all because her crew has been priority #1, and up until presently, at least one

extra member has joined in every volume. Adamson had to go at it alone a great deal in BLIND

SALVAGE, and when allies were needed they actually HELPED her instead of adding more

problems to the pile. I was ecstatic with the amount of face time that fans got to take in, and that

was the push I needed to sign my name on the dotted line to be counted among RyleeÃ¢Â€Â™s

ride-or-die.The OÃ¢Â€Â™Shea / romance saga was mostly put on hold which had me exhaling a

sigh of relief; he still has some alpha issues to work out, and has yet to learn how to play nice with

others, however Mayer drops a discreet grenade in this book, and if (when) it detonates, I might

regret sending so much hate his way. The author also axes another character while taking steps to

recoup a lost soul, so at this point I can only cross every body part I have, and pray that my

favourites make it out of this series alive. Either way, IÃ¢Â€Â™m locked in, so do your worst,

Shannon Mayer!BLIND SALVAGE activated phase two of RYLEE ADAMSON, and it was 5-stars all

the way.



This series just keep getting better and better. Just when you think there aren't anymore paranormal

creatures to pop out of the woodwork a few more come out. The salvage she goes on in this book is

amazing. I love the description of the father and the offspring.This book is full of twists and turns that

you don't expect. It is hard to put this book down once you open it up and start reading. This

salvage is like no other she has done. In order to track she is given only a name and a description

which is not like your typical salvage's. Her tracking abilities are getting better and she is learning

how to track just by description and traits. She no longer needs to see pictures. This is just another

amazing book to this series. I can't wait to read the next one. I would recommend this series to

anyone who likes a strong female lead, doesn't mind violence, and loves paranormal creatures.

The action scenes are always numerous and well written. The touches of romance keep me

interested. I do my best to ignore the unnecessary bad language as well as the proofreading errors.

The World is fascinating.However, the plot is getting too serious with the dramatic "Prophecy" and

feelings of Doom. And the Author is not afraid to kill off some wonderful characters to move the plot

along. I personally prefer a more lighthearted story with my Fantasy.I am well hooked, though, so

will likely continue the series.

I don't have much time because I need to start the next book immediately! But I wanted to let you

know that I, once again LOVED this next adventure in the Ryleee Adamson series. What started out

as a light hearted adventure with funny characters and an almost easy win for the good guy, has

transformed into a heart pounding non stop ride of action and turmoil. I truly feel for these

characters, each one having more and more difficult situations coming their way. The battle is

getting harder, and it isn't clear who is truly trustworthy anymore. Will Rylee answer the call of

prophecy, fulfill her oath and be able to protect all that she loves? I can't wait to find out!!

Rylee is back to looking for another lost child and all she knows is the name. This takes her to ogre

country that is not good for even the most gracious person. Rylee is already at a disadvantage. The

story packs a whalop as new characters show up in all their oddness (which fits well with Rylee) and

some loved ones cannot be saved. Each page pulls me deeper into Rylee's world and I cannot get

enough. Each book adds depth and intrigue to the overall story. If I think I know what is going to

happen next, I really don't. Outstanding personalities and whacky, funny and often devastating

dialogue makes for a great read.



I've read 1-9 including all the shorts and this is one of the few series that I've re-read, and will

re-read again; one of the few that I'm taking the time to leave a review for. The character

development and interactions are superb, as is the world development. Not only are the main

characters well done, but all the secondary characters are amazing. I adore all of them good and

bad: Alex, Dox, Doran, Milly, Feris, etc etc. The plot is well done, and the subplots don't take away

or confuse the main story line. Absolutely worth your time to read!
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